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Abstract
Predicting human mobility flows at different spatial scales is challenged by the
heterogeneity of individual trajectories and the multi-scale nature of transportation
networks. As vast amounts of digital traces of human behaviour become available, an
opportunity arises to improve mobility models by integrating into them proxy data
on mobility collected by a variety of digital platforms and location-aware services.
Here we propose a hybrid model of human mobility that integrates a large-scale
publicly available dataset from a popular photo-sharing system with the classical
gravity model, under a stacked regression procedure. We validate the performance
and generalizability of our approach using two ground-truth datasets on air travel
and daily commuting in the United States: using two different cross-validation
schemes we show that the hybrid model affords enhanced mobility prediction at
both spatial scales.
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1 Introduction
Modelling and understanding human mobility patterns at different spatial scales and ag-
gregation levels - from single individuals to population displacements - is an important
research topic because of a vast number of applications, ranging from urban and trans-
portation planning [, ] and resource allocation [, ] to the prediction of migration flows
[, ] and epidemic spreading at local, regional, or worldwide level [–].

In the last few years, a significant research effort has been made to understand human
mobility patterns, both in the laws governing individual human trajectories [, ] and
collective movements [, , ]. In the latter case, the most extensively used models are
the gravity model [, ] and the more recent radiation model []. The gravity model as-
sumes that the number of people travelling between two locations is directly proportional
to some power of their population size, and decays as some power of the distance between
them. Instead, the radiation model considers human movements as diffusion processes
that depend on the population distribution over the space, reproducing Stouffer’s theory
of intervening opportunities []. Both models are static and require some information
in order to be adjusted: in the gravity model, parameters are fitted using real mobility
data, provided by an independent source; the radiation model, in its original formulation,
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is parameter-free, but it requires accurate knowledge of the spatial population distribu-
tion. Both modelling approaches have been extensively tested, showing advantages and
limitations. The gravity model has been successfully used to describe highway flows [],
air-travel [, ], commuting [], and mobile phone calls between cities []. However,
it has some relevant limitations, as the availability of data for calibration and the lack of a
first principle derivation [, ]. On the other hand, the radiation model offers very good
predictions for commuting patterns between US counties using only population data, but
its applicability at different spatial scales has been debated since it does not succeed in
capturing commuting inside urban or metropolitan areas [–] and it has never been
used to model long distance travel patterns either.

The limitations of these models suggest that the quality of their results can be largely
improved if they are supported by additional data [, ]. In fact, several works have
analyzed records from mobile phone companies to study individual [] and collective
mobility [–], showing that it is possible to infer these flows from human activity. The
mobility flows obtained in this way can be successfully used for the prediction of epidemic
spreading [, ], as a proxy for the real, often inaccessible, mobility data.

In this context, the large volumes of digital traces left by humans over the Internet al-
low for a better understanding of mobility processes, with immediate benefits. On the one
hand, the growth of the transport infrastructure and the fast evolution of mobility patterns
call for models that are informed by real-time data sources. People travel more, and travel
patterns may change very fast, with important consequences for epidemic spreading and
planning. A timely modelling of mobility processes might then allow for rapid interven-
tions and for the design of emergency policies. On the other hand, though mobility data is
usually available from official sources in many developed countries for airline transporta-
tion, train trips, or commuting, in resource poor countries this information is scarce or
does not exist at all, but it can be measured through proxies such mobile phones [] or
social media []. The fact that mobility datasets are aggregated at a particular resolution
level also constitutes a limitation for many potential studies.

The scientific community recently recognized that one of the challenges in the mod-
elling of social and epidemic processes is the assimilation of geolocalized data, and the
construction of hybrid models combining metapopulation and network models with in-
dividual traces [, ]. Our approach to human mobility is in line with this perspective,
as we analyze the effects of incorporating geolocalized traces from social media into the
classical gravity model.

Social media platforms like Flickr (www.flickr.com), Twitter (twitter.com), or Foursquare
(foursquare.com) offer the possibility of georeferencing the content shared by users. Thus,
they constitute a timely source of disaggregated, high-resolution spatio-temporal data on
human mobility. The advantage of social media traces with respect to other sources of
digital information is that they can be publicly accessed and at a very low cost. This ap-
proach has been taken by recent works in the literature, showing that mobility patterns
can be successfully extracted from social media traces. Lenormand et al. used traces from
Twitter to study highway and roadway transportation networks in Europe []; Noulas et al.
used a Foursquare dataset to analyze the link between user activity and place transitions
[]; Hawelka et al. modelled international travel of Twitter users by residence country
[]; Lenormand et al. have also used Twitter traces to model commuting from home to
work []; Grabowicz et al. studied the relation between human mobility and interactions
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using traces from different social networks []; Llorente et al. [] analyzed the mobility
patterns in Spain using Twitter traces; Barchiesi et al. [] used Flickr data from ,
individuals in the UK to model the flows between its  largest cities, comparing their
results with travel data obtained from surveys.

In this work we used a set of  million timestamped, georeferenced pictures from Flickr,
taken by , users in the US, which are part of the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons
M public dataset []. We processed the sequences of pictures belonging to each indi-
vidual user in order to extract user trip paths at different resolution levels. Then, we used
these emerging collective flow patterns to feed a learning model based on the gravity law.

Our main contribution is to design a data-driven hybrid model of human mobility, in
which social media traces are combined with the classical gravity model under a machine
learning approach, by training and cross-validating with real datasets. We evaluate the
model for two different human activities and resolution scales: an air-travel network and
a daily commuting network. Firstly, we show how individual traces can be adapted to these
different resolution scales, by tessellating the space into adequate basins and filtering the
correct individual flows. Secondly, we combine these traces with the gravity law and we
fit the resulting hybrid gravity model using a subset of the real data. Then, we evaluate
the fitted model using the remaining part of the dataset. With a cross-validation proce-
dure, we show that the hybrid gravity model can be fitted using a small portion of the data
as training set, to correctly predict the remaining mobility flows. In fact, we observe that
the incorporation of Flickr traces into the gravity model improves its performance signif-
icantly, measured in terms of the determination coefficient. For further comparison, we
also evaluate the effect of combining the Flickr traces with the radiation model [], and we
observe a similar beneficial effect. Our findings show that the Flickr traces are represen-
tative of the real human mobility and that they can be assimilated into a more theoretical
model such as the gravity model. Moreover, this procedure can be applied in other cross-
validation contexts in which there is scarce information on mobility, by combining the
available data with digital traces from social media.

2 Results
We processed the traces left by , Flickr users in the US (about  million pictures)
in order to obtain mobility flow matrices which represent human flows between pairs of
geographical nodes, looking for the collective mobility patterns of two types of human ac-
tivities at different resolution scales: air travel and daily commuting. We also used two real
mobility datasets as a ground truth: the RITA dataset of air travel in the US [], and the
commuting data provided by the US Census Bureau []. At each resolution scale, flows
were aggregated into geographic basins. For air travel, the geographic basins were defined
by the presence of an airport, while for the commuting network each basin corresponded
to a US county.

The Flickr flow matrices at the airport and county level were extracted from the users’
traces by adding a connection between two of basins i and j whenever a user took a picture
in basin i and the subsequent one in basin j. Each connection is then weighted by the total
number of users who travelled between i and j. The details about basin construction for
the ground truth mobility datasets and flow extraction from users’ traces are contained in
Section .

The distance between the locations of two consecutive pictures taken by the same user
ranges from a few meters to thousands of kilometers, showing a heavy-tailed behavior
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with an exponential cutoff (see Additional file ). Thus, it is clear that users’ traces can
provide information about very different types of human displacements, ranging from a
short walk within a city to long distance trips or international travel. In each case, and when
modelling a particular type of mobility, it is important to consider only the relevant traces
for that type of movements, otherwise, the effects of different activities will be mixed. We
analyzed the effect of distance on both the daily commuting and the air travel, and we set
a maximum trip distance of  km for daily commuting in the US and a minimum trip
distance of  km for US air travel. This analysis is included in Section .

After aggregating the trips by basin and filtering by distance, we obtain the Flickr flow
matrices denoted as Fr = (f r

ij ) for the air travel network, and Fc = (f c
ij ) for the commuting

network. Here, f c
ij and f r

ij represent the number of Flickr users travelling from basin i to
basin j in each of the networks.

2.1 Model definition and fitting
A model of human mobility should be able to predict real mobility flows. The aim of our
work was to predict mobility flows of the air travel network and the US commuting net-
work, denoted as Yr = (rij) and Yc = (cij) respectively. Here, rij represents the number of
travellers between two airports i and j, while cij represents the daily number of commuters
between any two counties i and j. Adopting a machine learning approach, we represent
this prediction problem as a regression task in which the model is first trained, and then
it is used to estimate the real flows, Yr or Yc, which are the so called target values.

The classical gravity model (described in Section ) estimates the target values as di-
rectly proportional to some powers of the population of the origin and destination basins
and inversely proportional to some increasing function of the distance between them (typ-
ically, a power-law or exponential function). We will indicate this model as G(α,β ,γ ; P),
where α, β , and γ are the three exponents in the gravity law, and P = (pi) is a vector con-
taining the populations of the basins.

Analogously, travel flows estimated from Flickr traces can be described by a model in
which we assume that the value yij representing the mobility flow between two basins i
and j, is proportional to the number of users’ trips from i to j. We represent this model as
CFF, where F represents the Flickr flow matrix at the corresponding resolution level (i.e.,
Fr or Fc), and CF is a constant.

Our approach is to combine the flows of human mobility estimated from the two models
under a stacked regression procedure [] in which each model is fitted alone, and then a
linear regression determines the weight of each of them. In this way we combine the Flickr
traces and the gravity model to improve the prediction of the real mobility patterns.

The incorporation of the traces will be defined by a linear function (we omit the sub-
script indices to generalize to any of the two resolution levels):

H(α,β ,γ , A, B; P) = A · G(α,β ,γ ; P) + B · F, ()

where H = (hij) represents our hybrid gravity model, G is the gravity model and F is the
Flickr flows matrix; α, β , γ ; A, B are real-valued fitting parameters. The model is fitted by
minimizing the following loss function L:

L =
∥
∥Y – H(α,β ,γ , A, B; P)

∥
∥, ()
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where ‖ • ‖ denotes the Frobenius norm. Again, we removed the subscript indices, so that
this equation represents what is done at each resolution level. The minimization process
is made under the stacked regression assumption that each of the two component models
can be fitted alone, and then a linear regression determines the weight of each of them. It
is important to notice that, as Yr and Yc are sparse matrices, we only evaluate L for those
connections for which there is a positive flow of travellers.

2.2 Model evaluation
The performance of a learning model is measured by its capacity to generalize to flows
that were not known during the training step. Then, in order to validate our model we
used a cross-validation strategy in which we fitted the model using only part of the target
flows Y (training set) and then we tested its performance using the remaining flows (test
set). We measured the performance in terms of Pearson correlation coefficient ρ and the
determination coefficient r between the target flows and the predicted flows.

Our procedure follows a -fold cross-validation scheme []: the real dataset is divided
into  parts or folds, and for each fold we use the % of the target values as test set, and
the remaining % as training set. Thus, each sample in the dataset was tested once, using
a model that was not fitted with that sample. The performance of the different models is
shown in Table  in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ and the determination
coefficient r between the real flows and the predicted flows. The table shows also the
results for the gravity model alone (A = , B = ) and the Flickr model alone (A = , B = ).
For the sake of comparison, we also show the results of the radiation model alone and of
a hybrid model combining the radiation model with the Flickr model. The procedure is
similar to the construction of the hybrid gravity model (details are available in Additional
file ) but the radiation model does not require being fitted to the mobility data, as it is
parameter free. Except for the radiation model alone, all the results were cross-validated:
the model performance was evaluated on a random sample of the data that were excluded
from the training set used to fit the model.

Figure  illustrates the performance of the different models in terms of the ratio between
real and predicted flows as a function of the distance between basins. The gravity model
alone has a trend to underestimate large flows across distant cities, as previously observed
in []. The assimilation of the Flickr traces into a hybrid gravity model solved this bias,
producing a substantial increase in the predictive performance both for daily commut-
ing as for air travel in the US, as shown in the last row of Table . In fact, the correlation

Table 1 Cross-validated model performance (10-fold cross-validation)

Model Commuting
network

Air travel
network

ρ r2 ρ r2

Gravity model 0.69 0.41 0.68 0.40
Radiation model (∗) 0.78 0.60 0.47 –0.21
Flickr model 0.69 0.47 0.78 0.62
Hybrid gravity model 0.79 0.62 0.84 0.72
Hybrid radiation model 0.85 0.73 0.80 0.64

The table shows the performance of the hybrid models in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ and the
determination coefficient r2 . We also display the results for the gravity model, the radiation model and the Flickr model
alone. All the values were produced under a 10-fold cross-validation scheme, except for the radiation model (as noted by the
asterisk), which is parameter free.
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Figure 1 Prediction ratio for large flows as a function of distance. In each panel, grey dots correspond to
the flows between basins as predicted by the gravity model (gij ), by the Flickr model (fij ), and by the hybrid
model combining both (hij ), in relation to the real flows, and as a function of distance between basins. Flows
predictions were all made under a 10-fold cross-validation scheme. (A), (B), (C): Commuting network of the
US. (D), (E), (F): Air-transportation network of the US. Only flows above 100 passengers are shown, and the
color intensity at each point represents the total passenger flows aggregated under a certain distance and
prediction ratio. Boxplots represent interquartile ranges.

between real and predicted flows increased from . to . in the air transportation
network, and from . to . in the commuting network. The predictive power of the
model can be measured using the determination coefficient, which quantifies to what ex-
tent the model accounts for the real flows. Through the assimilation of Flickr traces into a
hybrid gravity model, the determination coefficient increased from . to . for the air
transportation network, and from . to . for the commuting network. Table  also
shows that a model based only on Flickr traces can outperform the fitted gravity model.
Such improvements reveal that Flickr users’ trips can be a good proxy of collective human
mobility at different resolutions, and can be particularly useful when real data for fitting
the gravity model is not available.

A more qualitative evaluation of the geographical coverage of Flickr traces is offered in
Figures  and , which show the distribution of the origins and destinations of travellers
according to the real datasets, the Flickr model and the gravity model.

Figure  shows the commuting patterns in the New York State, where the color inten-
sity represents the number of people commuting from one county to New York City (in
black). As the figure reveals, the gravity law correctly captures the flows from neighbouring
counties, which represent more than % of the commuting flows, but it underestimates
long distance flows. Instead, the traces from Flickr have a slower distance decay, in bet-
ter accordance with census data. Something similar is observed in the air travel network,
as depicted in Figure . Focusing on trips departing from San Francisco (left panels), the
gravity law correctly predicts that the largest flows are those towards Los Angeles (CA),
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Figure 2 Daily commuting to New York City. The color scale represents the daily number of commuters
arriving to New York City from the different counties of the New York State. The 5 boroughs of New York City
are aggregated and represented in black. (A): US Census Bureau data. (B): Flickr traces. (C): Gravity law. No
maximum distance threshold was considered in this figure for the Flickr traces. Visualization created with
matplotlib [44].

Figure 3 Departures and arrivals in the air transportation network. Heatmaps representing the
distribution of predicted and real trips (A), (C), (E) departing from San Francisco towards other airport basins
and (B), (D), (F) arriving to Miami from other airport basins in the Continental US. (A), (B): Ground-truth trips
from the RITA air travel dataset. (C), (D): Flickr model. (E), (F): Gravity model. Visualization created with
matplotlib [44].
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Figure 4 Mobility models predictions. These 2D-histograms compare the predicted values against the real
flow values for (A), (C) the gravity model; (B), (D) the hybrid model. Each point represents flows with some
real/estimated flow value relation. Points color in a gray scale represents the frequency values. The boxplots
correspond to the interquartile range within a bin. (A), (B): US Commuting network. (C), (D): US air travel
network.

San Diego (CA), Las Vegas (NV), and Seattle (WA), but those directed to the East Coast
are generally underestimated. For trips arriving to Miami (right panels) the gravity model
shows a good performance. In both cases, the flows from Flickr exhibit a large geograph-
ical span which is also confirmed by the trip distance distribution from Flickr (included
in Additional file ). Figure  plots D histograms for the gravity model and the hybrid
gravity model predictions against real mobility flows. The plots compare models’ predic-
tions to the real mobility data for commuting and air travel, and each cell represents pairs
of nodes (counties in the case of commuting, and airport basins for air travel). Despite
the fact that most of the interquartile ranges, indicated by boxplots, do not change on
average, it is interesting to observe the changes on the right side of the plots: for the hy-
brid models, the interquartile ranges become shorter for large values of flows, and at the
same time they are better aligned with the diagonal line representing the perfect matching
between model and real data. This means that the hybrid gravity model is both more pre-
cise and more exact for pairs of nodes connected by large mobility flows. This behavior is
clearly observable if we compute the determination coefficient of the model after filtering
flows above a certain value. We show this analysis in Figure  (panels A, B), with the flow
threshold on the x-axis and the determination coefficient between the models and the real
flows, restricted to pairs of nodes for which the real flow is larger than the threshold, on
the y-axis. The contribution of the Flickr traces is particularly significant in the air-travel
network, where it strongly outperforms the gravity model in predictive capacity. If we re-
strict our attention to flows above , travellers, the determination coefficient increases
from r = . for the gravity model to r = . for the hybrid gravity model. In the com-
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Figure 5 Models’ performance for large flows and under different training set relative sizes.
(A), (B): Determination coefficient for the prediction of large flows, as a function of the flow threshold.
Performance of the models measured by the determination coefficient r2 when restricted to pairs of nodes
for which the real flows are above a given threshold value. (A): Air transportation data. (B): Commuting data.
(C), (D): Determination coefficient as a function of the training set relative size. The training set sizes were
varied in a logarithmic scale. Dotted lines correspond to the maximum attained values. (C): Air transportation
data. (D): Commuting data.

muting network, for flows above , commuters the determination coefficient increases
from r = . to r = .. These results show that the individual Flickr users traces can
predict large human flows at different resolution scales, improving the predictive capacity
of more traditional mobility models such as the gravity.

In the following subsection, we validated the model under data availability constraints
and discuss the effects of assimilating the Flickr traces into the radiation model. Additional
file  also include a geospatial validation and a test based on the Sørensen-Dice coefficient,
which scores the model performance for different distances and populations. The latter
test shows that the highest performance of the hybrid gravity model is achieved when
considering mobility flows towards largely populated basins.

2.3 Prediction under data availability constraints
We evaluated the performance of our regression model as a function of the training set
size in order to see the minimum amount of data required to achieve the largest improve-
ment in the predictive power of both the gravity model and the Flickr model. The analysis
was performed via a cross-validation scheme with repeated random subsampling (boot-
strapping). The advantage of this procedure, with respect to k-fold cross-validation, is that
the training set size can be varied in small steps. The results are shown in Figure  (pan-
els C, D). For both the air transportation network (panel C) and the commuting network
(panel D), we observe a threshold in the relative training set size above which the Flickr
model systematically outperforms the gravity model. Such threshold in the relative train-
ing set size is less than % for the air network and about % for the commuting network.
Overall, the gravity model always gets close to its best performance with a relatively small
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training set (<%) but its determination coefficient does not grow further as we increase
the size of the training set. On the other hand, both the Flickr and the hybrid gravity model
achieve higher determination coefficients as the training set grows larger and the differ-
ence with respect to the gravity model becomes relevant even under small increases of
the training set size. For instance, by increasing the relative training set size from % to %
in the air network, the determination coefficient of the hybrid gravity model grows from
r = . to r = ., while the performance of the gravity model is unaltered.

2.4 Assimilation of Flickr traces into the radiation model
To further assess the potentialities of hybrid models, we also evaluated the impact of com-
bining the mobility traces from Flickr into the radiation model of mobility at both scales.
As shown in Table , the radiation model performs well at the commuting level but per-
forms unsatisfactorily in predicting the air travel flows. This is understandable, as flight
destinations are better predicted in terms of city importance or population than by the
presence of intervening opportunities, such as job availability, which is the main mecha-
nism underlying the radiation model. However, we show that at both distance scales the
assimilation of Flickr data improves the prediction of theoretical models. Indeed, the hy-
brid radiation model is the best performing one for predicting commuting flows, while
the hybrid gravity model is the best one for predicting air transportation flows. Additional
comparative figures are available in Additional file .

3 Discussion
In recent years, the analysis of large mobile phone datasets revealed the high predictabil-
ity of daily individual whereabouts [–], that is explained by the extreme regularity of
human behaviour. To what extent such individual predictability is reflected on the pre-
dictability of collective human movements on large spatial scales is not completely un-
derstood. Several theoretical models of human mobility have been developed to describe
collective mobility flows and have been successfully applied in different contexts [, ,
–], however their predictive power in absence of calibration data or under signifi-
cant data availability constraints is limited. Most importantly, the true predictive power
of mobility models is usually never tested out-of-sample, thus leading to a poor assess-
ment of their applicability beyond specific spatial and temporal scales. In some cases first-
principled approaches can be pursued [], being the radiation model [] the most rele-
vant example; however, its generalizability across spatial scales, and beyond the original
commuting paradigm, has been questioned [, ].

The increasing amount of geolocalized data publicly available through the Internet and
social media suggests a different approach for predicting human mobility flows, which is
the incorporation of large volumes of digital traces into theoretical models. The use of
social media traces as a proxy for human movements has been extensively investigated
in the literature [–], however, a comprehensive and quantitative assessment of their
predictive power at different granularities and under cross-validation when compared out-
of-sample against official mobility data was still lacking.

In this work, we showed that geolocalized traces collected from a popular photo-sharing
platform can successfully inform a predictive model of collective human mobility. Even
though individual mobility trajectories can be noisy, their aggregation is representative of
collective mobility patterns at different resolution scales. We showed, both qualitatively
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and quantitatively, that the predictive power of Flickr data is at least as good as that of
an informed gravity model. Then, by assimilating these traces with a stacked regression
procedure, we obtained a data-driven model which significantly outperformed the grav-
ity model in predicting mobility flows at different spatial scales. Specifically, the hybrid
gravity model was tested on the air travel flows connecting  airports in the US, and on
the commuting movements between , US counties, thus extending across regions of
variable area and population.

The assimilation of Flickr traces addressed some of the limitations of the gravity model:
on the one hand, the flows over large distances, which are consistently underestimated
by the gravity model due to the fast decay of the gravity law as a function of distance,
can be successfully predicted by a hybrid gravity model. On the other hand, the hybrid
gravity model overcomes the potential data availability limitations that affect the gravity
model. By following a cross-validation with bootstrapping approach, we showed that a
very small sample of data is sufficient to calibrate our hybrid gravity model. Even in the
absence of calibration data, a model based only on the Flickr traces can outperform the
fully calibrated gravity model. This implies that a hybrid gravity model can be successfully
applied even in places where no official mobility data is available.

Although the present study relies on the open Flickr M dataset [], which is avail-
able to the public, other social media sources and online social networks can provide rel-
evant signals for modelling human mobility. Our work suggests the possibility of assimi-
lating data from several sources simultaneously, to capture other types of behaviours and
improving the mobility predictions. Future research also involves exploring other assimi-
lation techniques different from the simple stacked regression.

In conclusion, our work has exposed the real potential of digital traces to predict col-
lective mobility flows. The assimilation of individual traces into data-driven models can
predict spatial mobility patterns at different resolution scales with a high cross-validated
performance and under low data requirements. More broadly, our contribution repre-
sents an initial guideline on how to effectively incorporate social media traces into predic-
tive models of human mobility that can be further used to accurately describe epidemic
outbreaks, manage disaster response, or plan urban services at appropriate spatial scales.

4 Methods
4.1 Data sources
Data from air travel in the US was obtained from the Airline Origin and Destination Survey
[] collected by the US Bureau of Transport Statistics, while commuting data belongs to
the US Census Bureau []. Both datasets are publicly available at their respective web
sites. The Flickr data was obtained from the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons M public
dataset [] and is publicly available at Yahoo Webscope [].

4.2 Ground-truth flow matrices
The ground-truth flow network for the air transportation in the US was built using the
RITA dataset [], containing a % sample of all the domestic itineraries in the US We
used the subset correspondent to , which comprises around  million air tickets be-
tween  airports. We define an airport basin as the area covered by an airport (i.e., the
set of points for which that airport is the closest one). Thus, the partition of the US ter-
ritory into basins is built as the Voronoi tessellation given by the airport coordinates. We
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note that when two airports are at less than  km of distance, we consider that they repre-
sent a single airport basin (because they serve the same metropolitan area) and we replace
them by a single airport before computing the Voronoi tessellation. We also generalized
this idea to connected components of airports at less than  km.

Each ticket in the RITA dataset contains an itinerary formed by several coupons. Each
coupon contains information about the origin and destination airport of the trip and the
number of passengers, and it also points out whether the destination was a stopover or ei-
ther the passengers remained there. Those destinations in which the passengers did other
than just a stopover are marked as trip breaks (TB); the first and last airports from an air
ticket are always TB’s. By removing the stopovers from the itinerary we manage to clean
the flow network from the presence of airport hubs, which do not represent the real pas-
sengers destination. For each itinerary, we obtain a list of destinations (d, d, . . . , dn) (d is
the departing city), and we use it to build the flow network between the airport basins.

The commuting dataset [] contains data estimated from census for around  million
commuters during the period - at the county level. It specifies the estimated
number of people commuting between a home county and a working county. We consider
the list of US counties as nodes for the commuting flow network, and for each pair of
counties (ci, cj) we put a weighted link counting the estimated number of workers that live
in one of them and work in the other.

We use the notation Yr = (rij) and Yc = (cij) for the adjacency matrices which describe the
airport and commuting ground-truth flows, respectively. We put the diagonal elements
of both matrices to zero, because we shall not consider users who fly within the same
airport basin or commuters who work in the same county of residence. The air travel
matrix Yr contains  airport basins with , links, involving  million flows. The
commuting matrix Yc covers the , US counties and has , links, describing the
mobility patterns of about  million commuters.

4.3 Flickr-based flow matrices
The traces left by Flickr users when they take and upload pictures are given by the coordi-
nates of their geotagged pictures, ordered by the time in which they were taken. We only
consider timestamped, geolocalized pictures taken in the US. For each user we obtain an
array of pictures (p, p, . . . , pn) sorted by timestamp. At a particular resolution level (air-
port or county) we will consider that the user makes a trip when two consecutive pictures
have coordinates belonging to different basins. Then, we aggregate all the users’ trips into
a Flickr flow matrix.

For building county-level Flickr flow matrix, pictures are assigned to counties by con-
sidering the county borders as defined in the MAF/TIGER geographic database of the US
Census Bureau. A flow between counties (i, j) is counted whenever two consecutive pic-
tures (pi, pi+) are taken in counties i and j respectively. We do not consider successive
pictures in which the user does not change county.

In the airport-level Flickr flow matrix, pictures are assigned their nearest airport basin.
A flow between two airport basins (i, j) is registered whenever two successive pictures are
taken in basins i and j respectively. We do not consider successive pictures in which the
user does not change airport basin.

The adjacency matrices of these networks are denoted as Fc = (f c
ij ) and Fr = (f r

ij ). Both
of them have zero diagonals. In total, we observed around , trips between airport
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basins and , trips between counties. The flow networks contain around ,
and , nonzero elements, respectively.

4.4 Distance thresholds
The activity of Flickr users involves different modalities of mobility and has to be correctly
filtered before comparing it against the ground-truth flows. In Additional file  we analyze
the effect of a distance threshold in the model performance, and we conclude that the
Flickr flows have good agreement with the ground-truth for distances above  km for
air travel, and below  km for commuting.

4.5 Gravity model
The gravity model considers that the flow between two nodes (i, j) is directly proportional
to some power of their populations and inversely proportional to an increasing function
of the distance between them:

gij = K
Pα

i Pγ

j

d(i, j)β
. ()

We adjusted the gravity model using a linear regression in the logarithmic scale and fol-
lowing the approach of Balcan et al. []: we chose a power law of the distance f (d) = d–β for
the air travel network and an exponential decay f (d) = e–βd for the commuting network,
which provided the best results. The population information for the fitting was extracted
from the public GeoNames database [], and the population of a basin was computed as
the sum of the populations of all cities inside that basin.

4.6 Radiation model
The radiation model of mobility proposed by Simini et al. [] combines the concept of
intervening opportunities with the physics of radiation and absorption processes. It esti-
mates the number of people travelling between two nodes i and j at distance rij as:

zij = Ti
minj

(mi + sij)(mi + nj + sij)
,

where mi and nj are the populations of nodes i and j respectively, sij is the total population
in a circle of radius rij centered at i (excluding the population of i and j), and Ti is the total
outflow from node i. The outflow is assumed to be proportional to node i’s population, so
that Ti = mi · c, where c is the fraction of travellers over the entire population.

Additional material

Additional file 1: Supplementary materials. (pdf )
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